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In 1915 and 1916 Emmy Noether was asked by Felix Klein and David 
Hilbert to assist them in understanding issues involved in any attempt to 

formulate a general theory of relativity, in particular the new ideas of 
Einstein. She was consulted particularly over the difficult issue of the 

form a law of conservation of energy could take in the new theory, and 
she succeeded brilliantly, finding two deep theorems.



If a system has a continuous symmetry property, then there are 
corresponding quantities whose values are conserved in time.






Figure source: Neural Networks and the Chomsky Hierarchy, ICLR 2023



Transformers cannot solve simple problems: 


parity, integer modulo arithmetic, balancing arithmetic expressions
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Real-World Applications: 
Category Theory



Haskell is category theory programming  
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[McInnes et al., 2020]
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Collaborative design in robotics

Andrea Censi. Mathematical Theory of co-design, 2016



Andrea Censi. Mathematical Theory of co-design, 2016









https://medium.com/cambridge-quantum-computing/quantum-natural-language-
processing-748d6f27b31d

Meaning arises out of words in a sentence using ‘quantum entanglement 



Ends and Coends













The “Geometric” Transformer Model

Intuition: Construct a simplicial set of of Transformers by 
composing sequences of length n 

Embed them in a Kan complex



Diffusion Process and Kan Complexe

https://yang-song.net/blog/2021/score/



Generative AI and Kan Complexes

Figure Source: https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2021-07-11-diffusion-models/

Every morphism


invertible!



Summary

• In these three lectures, we constructed a (higher-order) category theory of 
generative AI, named GAIA


• Our goal was primary theoretical: we want to illustrate how category 
theory can give deep insight into hard practical problems


• Implementing GAIA is a problem for future work!


• Read my book drafts (continually updated) on my UMass  web page



We need birds and frogs working together — Freeman Dyson


